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I NWhat Does It Mean ToBe Able To Write?:

The Questions of Writ.I! ing in the Discourses of Literature and Composition
1,4rN
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In a-recent essay, "The Common Aims that Divide Us,': Wayne Booth made
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a good case for-the intellectual, professional, and pedagogical unification

of the fields of composition,and literary study within the discipline of .

English. I imitate this purpose by proposing a new account of writing in

light of durrent positiOns in both of these fields. But I make this case

because Bpoth's premise, that "w hat separates them is'riot'any'inherent

inteliettubi diWnction, '
1

has not yet been adequate supported. While

the two fields are professionally housed together and separately or mutually
..

,, , .

claiMad by people who might agree that advanced literacy' is the ability to
. ,

read, write.; and think-:crititally, Neasurably, and indiVidually--their

intellectual' domains nonetheless diverge. Important research or, spedulation
.,

in one fie14.does not often appear important in the other. :They neither
t 1

discuss their shared nor debate their differing visions of advanced
a

literacy. And they probably will not, so long as they have no common fname-
.

work within which they might think about the nature of "writing."

SomeTWairTa-rgueireasonably, that no two fields are now intellec-

tuaily .united. t could be said that trying to/establish a structure

that would compr6end "writing" f or the discipline'of English is unnecessary

and beside the point of contemporary.pluralism. Thus separate but equally

p
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a

exciting theoretical explanations of the phenomenon of written discourse

merely mirror post-modern fragmeqation,'which is enormously productive.4

In this view, composition and literature no more need mutual intellectual

ground than linguistids and literature do. 'rhat'is, one may from time to

time infirm the other, but, each respects.the other's integrity and appreciates

the meaningful diffei-ence between studying language systems and studying

literature. It might, therefore be argued that cases for the greater mutuality

oi- unification of literature and composition, made from either field, are
. ,

not intellectual, but perhaps political or professionally exploitative,

and should be rejected. Some of the most apparent differences between

composition and literary scholarship do, after all, represent common

enough intellectual differences with'in many humanistic disciplines, as I

hope to explain.

The trouble with resting on this argument is that while fields like

1
linguistics and literary study can agree about their differences, the

rapidly expanding field of composition is now at once too-embryonic and,

paradoxically, too ancient to assume this or any clear relation to literary

. -
study. What composition has to offer, especially now-that literary theory

is itself pluralistic and contains more than only New Critical methods and

programs, is lost to other students of discourse because composition is still

working out itsown understanding of "writing." Composition produces

,articles a5'd books "as much about the nature.of interpretation itself as...

about the subject mattfrr which is the m anifest occasillv of its own elab,oration:"2

On the other hand, even as composition attempts to reassert its antecedents

in rhetoric,3 which once dominated literary study precisely as.literay

9
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' study now dominates it, rhetoric's re-emergece appears to emphasize rather
composition's ,

than mrtigate/ distinctness. Because literature's lat4st recognitions of

ti

' , 'frrietoric often reduce a definition of rhetoric to only the study of the

single domain of style-4schemes, tropes, and figurative language4 --com-

ppsition students are unwilling to equate their own relation to rhetorical

history as they understand it with literature's perception of it. Con-,

sequently, even in the face of articles and conference programs that suggest

' that the two fields al- alre6dy mutually informative, their relations,

pleasant and strained, occur in social rather than mental spaces.

No onecwoud expect to resolve this dilemma easily, and Many would

Wish that time and established professional power structures would resolve

without recourse to anotfier intellectual program.' But because pro-

fess;onal struCtures now only rarely provide interaction between the two

fields, laissez faire offers little hope. For those who would like to

understarid.and profess one inunderstand and profess bothfields, or to

light of an informed view or he other, desEriptiOn of "writing" that
r.

can4oMPrehend both research interests is urgently needed; This would be

a view that would identify common intere9Is as well as separable concerns,-

so, that debate, discussion, and mutual-understanding could take

plaee on-intellectual ground.

History an Difference
r

To those who read current scholarship in both composition andliteeatui:e,

ow'

the distinction-betWeen the two fields, 1f not their sources, may appear too
I

fundamental to be reconciled. Competing views of written texts, of the
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process of writing, and bf the purposes of the,scholarly. investigation
.

of written discourse appe r inherently atodds. ,/

To study text4 is f cours -not necessarily'to.study literature.,

,

All writing available to analyses of itssemantic, syntactic, and -

propOsItional structures; it may be des.cnibed with the tools of discourse
s,

analysis or text linguistics, stylistics, or textual historyt All writing
.

may be seen through the lens of pragmatics and( speech act

,. s

theory. And it may, by those who accept toe atemporal,:stcu..cturailst

analyses of semiotics, be viewed a.tane of many equalLy. Interesting systems-
-

r-

of signification.
a

Such approaches-are common enough in studies of,fiarrative .literary

discourse and poetry as well as in resear in composition, and might
A

appear to unite rather than distinguish scholars in both fields But

the text's to which such approaches are applied in literature are assumed to

be aesthet5icallly intgl!'esting. This aesthetic quality may be referred to

the texts' assumed coherence, unity; and completeness, to their assumed

universality or perduring spiritual relevance, or toany of a complex s ,4t

,
aof assumed relations to_other titerature: Fora particular text, thi.S

4
aesthetic status may depend on its place in the-received canon of.liierary

works (e.g.; any Play be Shalespeare). Or, the aesthetic definition of 'the

text May derive from a relation to thisestablished canon (e.g., Miltdn's

prolusions or Virginia Wod1f1.5 letters). A text's aesthetic interest may

also depend on its perceived status as 4 formal, generic or political

commentary on texts that have already been canonized (e.g., ."found? poetry,,

some literary autobiographies, or.popular but "unrecognized" novels by

-.,nineteenth- century women). A
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The text studied in composition, orb the contrary, ha's no such implicit

or assumed status. It is usually valued and analyzed in relation to

conventions, whether generic; formal, intentional, or stylistic, rather

than studied for its qwn sake. It is generally presupposed to be a

"pesentation,",or an example from a, set of successful executions of. one

or more of these conventional. categories.' It is a m9del, whether well-
.

or ill-executed.. A textual(anaYsis in the field of composition might
/P.

\
reveal the same features revealed by the same approach to a literary text,

%
i

,
.

bUt the same prior,assuMption'.about the text's autonomously interesting

nature, would not have been made. In.composition, the methods, of text,
4

linguistics or,stylistics generally discover models or schemes or foNs

that .are said, to rep-rgent a'n rmal--and by extention usually a normative--

p)ttern,r-

° This is not to -say, as I.wi1T emphasize later, that composition-only
1

teaches -students to write while lite;hure teaches (for want of a better

word) literature. It is instead to point out-that whatever text the
00.

rhetorically - oriented compositiOn theorist analyZes, whether by a student
. . ,

. .-- .

'.or by 'belle lettrIstic essayist like Arnold; ...Johnson, Mary-Macarthy, or

Auden, that text is assumed to be a realized postibility, one of many

possibi IjCies; not a privileged or "special" work of ,art-,who,,sq.atitbority is

a given conditon of_ .its analysis For composition,alternatives to this text
4

are always in question, not automati- caly beyond speculation.
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These distinct views of the text are implicit, not explicit, in each

field. But their strength is revealed by considering the attentioh accorded
,

Mina Shaughnessy Errors and Expectations. .Her premises--that even the most

unskilled basic-writing will repay the asciaption that the text is made up

of coherent patterns, sustain'a properly informed reader's attention,

aad-will in its own sense repay close reading--5radically reversed the

usual interpretive definition of the text in composition. Wide recognition

of'her reversal suggests the/ new assumptions in compositidn about the text,

especially the student text, could 'be a bridge between all who study written

discourse.

Certainly simple separatimil'of artistic from techAl cal creativity or

-of the produc,, s of those two modes inadequdtely propose a text to scholars

in either composition or literature. To say that one field has staked out
.

art while the 'other treats "practical writing" belles the strong positive
-

response to Shaughnessy'e presuppositions about student texts, as well

as the impact of current reader-response criticism, semiotics, and decor':

structionism. As then examples of parody, pop art, street theater, or Marxist

and feminist criticism show, pitting the poetic against the vernacular

generates rather than settles questiOns about an object's evocation of

interest.6 Many in literature now find the acts of, writing and of reading

the texts of non-fictive discour'se,7 or the tools'of "rhetoric" (however

limited) appropfLate,interests because mamcno longer categorically separate

art from craft.

Nonetheless, many studies of writing activities, almost exclusively

defined now in'compoiition as "the composing proCess:. distinguish

the two fields. _The assumption implicit in

7
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referring to the composing process- -Chat an identifiable, repeatable, and

virtually context-free series of activities occurs- when'people writeunder-

lies many empirical studies of writers that are conducted withbut reference0

. .to the texts written.
8

'Many of the most important such studies do consider

texts, but only to note the relatively self-expressive (as opposed to public)

kind of writing that students produce if on their own rather, than fulfilling
9 , -

a-school assignment. Similar studies of pgaders' patterns of agreement in
.

evaluating: writing are designed without reference to the interaction that

produced the writing. T hey also exclude qualitative descriptions of the

texts read.
10

In this regard, composition

sciences by using its systematic procedures of observation and its empirical

4-7methods to present quantifiable results: Composition researchers have adopted

research often imitates the social

such tools as case studies, protocol analyses that narrate a writer's activities

and thoughts, interviews, and.glabbrate experilrental research designS for

comparing the texts of,Hcontrolled" -groups ofwrilers They may videotape
. . ,...

? ,
., sa w r i t e r ' s actions, follow the eye gpvemen.ts'of a person in theprocess of

thinking and writing, and qpe texts as "samples" for the purpose of comparing

rates of Teading,-rates of error, or rates of improvement from one time to

another., They generalize..fromkoroups or individuals about the normal develop-

ment Of a writer more often, of the,structure.of any one writing event.___

They borrow readily and'emph.latically from cognitive psychology, psycho-.

-linguistis, artificial intelligence, and neurophysiology to study the

mode and moment of a text's Todr uction..

Explaining how it is that such studies are conducted in the humanities,
S

by humanisls, requires more than a definition of composition research as
',

A*.

8
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"pedagdgicaPt (even if alw6ys accurate),would allow. Most of thiswork
;

by university English faculty has been:done in the relatively short time

between the publicatiok.f. Richard Braddock ar14 Richard Lloyd-Jones'

thorough hut embarrassingly slender survey of Research in Written Composition

(NCIt, 1963) and na Shaughnessy's Errors and Expectations (1977). During .

this period, t1- genteel alliance of rhetoric andobellesOettres, which

,sustained the rela ion of literatUre to composition throughout the nineteenth
. .

and early twentieth ce turies, taught students by assigning reading and

having them imitate (large by /osmosis "great" essays. This alliance,

occurring during a largely pret retical time in boti'T'fields in the new

disciplipe of English, is descril?ed n composition as the' "current-
.

rbditional aradigm," an approach-devoted ly to analyzing texts and
.

)

- assuming that geiod, students will imitate them. This implicitly

qiit st view, thought to eche Romantic, " ders!tandings

of W?iting, has largely been replaced by "process model." rical

research that describes human processes apart from the contexts inwhich

they occur or the products Chat,resul from them has quickly come to\
4

domi- nate-,t field. In literature, the biography and writing habits of

an aut(or are still us ually excluded from almost all inteKetive activity,

bt in composition the biograPy and actions o f whatever kind of writer--

as well as writomment on 'these matters--have become -a primary focus

of attention.

This empha1s6is, more than the distinct ways various.programs for analyzing.:,
e .

- This method's new
texts are used, now intellectually divides

composition from.literature. A
foothold

-,
,

. /1 in Departmentsof Engl-isb,owes as much to-a general movement through-
-,

oytthe humanities as.to a sudden, inexplicable extension of educational

41.
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research i.nto what were once only departments:of li,terafure. That is, the

insufficiency of the unexamined "current-traditional" view became apparent

at the same time that scholars in all of the humanities were looking toward

social scientific research questions and methods. Composition teaching that

.deperided,. (if distantly) on Latin grammar, canonical unifiaatio,ns of rhetorical
. , .

and be le,lettristic .discourse, and positivistic or New
.
Crltical'assumptions

----N
about the static,'decipherable meanings of 'texts produed little research .

,
.

.

y'of any, kinc0 When these agenda for teaching became, insupportable, they were

questicfned and supplemented with a program similar to the social scientific

incursion into other humanistic disciplines,

This movement is most visible in political science, for its statistical

and predictive behaviorism dominates every media election."analysis" we

hear. The decay of political philosophy and of political theory in favor

of political science is so well known that its implications often escape

notice. The rise of "new history" is less generally known but equally

important. This approach relies on quantification, structural a al.yses4

and studies, of groups rather than of great figures and events. It avoids

chronol ical narrative accounts of symbolic'events and e.actions of

elites and "important" figures.
12

Both disciplines--as well as anthropology

sa .

and, ambivalent sociology- -have participated in the most recent

what has become, by virtue of its repetition in every century since the

Renaissance, a traditional "new" study of human sciences.

This movement in the humanitids not only appropriates methods and
*

models from social scientifiC study. -It also radically questions the doctrine

-
of "pre%ence," or of the origination of events and works in hunian (or in

'

7

10
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. transcendant) consciousness. It therefore rejects elitilm, the necessary,

or the possible significance of individual actions oc of "great" events

and the existence of a conventional, sanctioned cultural hierarchy. Its

quantitative and experimental methods are motivated not oaly, by a desire
AP

to imitate science, but also by wanting to use data from ordinary life,

from the masses, and from behaviors or "signs." It uses such data in the

service of answers to new questions 'about significance, which are perceived
-

to correct establishment values. It tests the new answers against social

scientific criteriavalidity, reliability, replicability, applicab414ty

which may neutral ize. other criteria--class, power, money, established

dominance. By taking these research positions, this movement in the

humanities provi,dcks implicit and explicit social, political, cultural,

and historical critiques.

The study of literature has by no means remained aloof from this
.

essentially post-modern turn toward fragmented egalitarianism. In its

current manifestatiori, this direction is the one taken by those who profess

to have given up "iaterftretatiion" in favor of/The Pursuit of Sins, or
have

semf,atics.
13

Marxist and feminist literar criti.cism /1 reread the

traditional.literary canon to. expose its rela i rf to those it now appears

to have:',blithely excluded from power. Reader - response, psychoanalytic,

and linguistic literarystheories all admit evidence that was previously

ekcluded-from academic interpretations of literar texts. New Criticism's

positivistic views oftexts and philology's devoti n to chronologicaJ

"coverage" NY-longer dominate the study of English literature. "Literature"_

is no loriger the study of aw great men read/great texts by great 'Men. Its

\'
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Aft"lessons no longer appear to take place in an aesthetic world whose borders

are impermeable, bur imstead in a rhetorical arena, where gates on lived

experience open on all sides.

.
Composition theory is also. 1pening formerly closed doors by using the

new social scientism to ask and answer research questions about student

writers. It entertains the possibility that practice and instruction as

well as fortunate birth and inspiration can make a writer. Moved by the

obviOus needs of,newly admit-000 students and the equally obvious irrelevance

to them of tradi.tionsal assumptions about the relation of literacy to the

literary--and Moved by both at a time when the country's absorption in.
questiOning traditional power bases Was absolute--many who had been only

teaching composition while studying literature took up this premise.

They wanted :to 'Understand and change groups and communities. If only-

- implicitly aware of their relation to such a theory, people in composition

nonetheless became-Marxist students of tote means of production.

-However similar comPositionorid literature are in relation to a broad,

academic context, the two fields' perceived purposes remain distinct. The

More' venerable belief--.that literature promotes individual sensitivity

and individual. ytic or fii'terpretive abiliiie-ewhile composition aims

to.produce "skilled" writers--holds sway in both' fields. This perceivg'd-

di.fferencf has Ancient roots in the histories of prescriptive rhetoric

And descitcptive poetics, bu-t its current professional manifestations owe .

the most to the Romantic and,post-Romantic vision of'the individual opposed

to the collective, bourgeois cultUre. Since the Romantic emphpsis on "insight"

Ind"inspiration,' an emphasis characteristic of,what Richard Sennet has

caned The Fall of Public Man,14 it has been more,

. 12
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1

,congenial to promote reading literature as a (t-r/ansformin'g 'umanistic study

than to Jocus_ori public writing or speaking as a prerequisi e for- full
.

participation in Western curture.15 Litcrbary study perhaps as ableto'
. !

replaCe rhetoric in. the humanities curriculum because an implicit con-
/

viction that enriching individual sensibilities and especial] sonal

interpretive pbweri gained higher value than fostering active, potentially

'40

influential,abilifies to create public discourse. Consequently!, those

within English who refuse to define "reading" Only as decodingMessages

may nonethelelosee "writing': only as communicating a specific message

4to apt, absrit reader. Composition theOry is therefore Often demeaned,as

only "pedagogical," while literary study is granted the status of a
4

16 k

self- fulfilling academic pursuit.

div!'slOn according to perceived purposes is reinforced not only

by misapprehensions about the passive nature orreading,17 but also by
.

traditional bus currently questioned views, of 'texts that place their "meaning"
i

.

in.the'text itself rather thanin their authors' or/ in community consensus,
41N

however provisiopal. The traditional views havelatEly been opposed in much
% . 4$

1.
criticism, and research, Cut they still stiape our vision 8f reading as an act

-Ili\

whose implications and validity'iare private, subjective and individual rather

O

.

than'part of a community's rhetorical stance toward a t in itsd Wal
18 . ,,,

history. Saying that..texts themselves cort4In meaning almost necessitates'Saying
.s.

.,

'clefini-ng "writing" as recording a meaning already In mind, rather than as a

way of coming to know or of being knowledgeable about and able to play within

.

tne,tiframework of di course conventions. Thus even when the field o literature...,ON.

Cni* e...-sp

momentarily overt es its.reluciance to express its-usefulness in a community,. .

its-conclusions allow texts' interpretable Meanings have (until recently).

necessarfly distorted and,limited definitons Of the nathre of

l3

I
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..> .-
writing. The purposes of the two

,fields-remain opposed,. and these opposition's

verge alway/s on promoting "the growth of a division bet;,.en those who seu'dy

6 . ., , . -3

indrviduaLteRts (historians, editors, Oities--who like to cell themselves
\ ,..

humanists) and those who study the activity of creating texts in general

(!...who +ike to call .themselves scientists.)"
19

0

-

It is at least) clear from these distinctions that undertanding

,/

"writing" in a context broad enough to allow for them will require a frame-
: within and -

work.,fhat corrects a number-of i'-eceived.opinionsAaboutthe two fields.?

Outdated perceptions of their shaTed:prbjects.as well as their divided

6
goals will 'not serve to bring them together intellectually. We 'might'

welcome, for in nce, a unifiedovjew of writing and reading that acknow-

.ledged each to.beiactrve expressionS of the individual in the world as

well as enriching, developmental contributions to personal powers. But

such a view would have to modify.bothliterary
.
scholars' continued dis,tas4e

for-f6stering."wblic man" and composition research's willingness to

smooth out variables to describe groups of writers, While achieving

f
even % /

such changes is hardly to be hoped for, /debating their appr riatenet-S
... Y .

would t require asking ourselves,hoW well we Aw Understand

"writing."

. .

What Does, it Mean To Be Able To Write?

Defining "beini able to write" addresses both ,literary and composition,

theories; it is What both fields are "about." But ps this survey

e
shoes, the two fields address a number of crucial issues from

different, iffnot opposed, perspectives.- Any model that could establiih

scholarly interaction between the two fields would have to address:

LI

.14

4
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1. The nature of.a written textNs capacity for analysis as both

a product of a prior activity that may or may not-frk a.stabl'e

4 4

"meaning," and astbe reflection of
0

a human process;

The nature of a writing event,'or act of wrifing:whetrie defined

as an act of recording meaning, as an instance of "the composing
. ,

process," or as a unique, individual], indeterminate event. TPke 1

nature of the "ideal" or "typical" writer described by Tesearch;

3. The relation of both individual texts and discrete writing events

to "intertextualiey," the'deconstructionist name for the complex,
\

highly textured series of writings into which any new act of

enters--the hjstory of texts and their conventions;

4. The_relation of the Indi,v-i-dual writer to a particular text, to

a particular writing event, and to the history and convention$

he or she is aware of at a particular moment.of writing. The

11°,40

possibility or appropriateness of individual writers tran-
inter- .

scending, modifying, or ignoringlitextuality, the hilltory of

o

texts, and conventions- of written dicourse;

.5. The'relation of the public impact of writing to the individual'

writer; the "uses" of writing in the service of expression, 'of

individual devel6pMent, and of forming cultures and communities;

6. The propriety of research questions, evidence, or methods within

a humanist's study of the:foregoing issues.

A

I am.ralsing rather than retolvi,ng issues in this list, in an attempt to

.occupy students of "writing."

state quest.ionS that4 What is at stake here Is a matrix, Or meta

discourse, within which both students of composition and literature could
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recognize their relation to each other.

While I of course am responsible foir what follows, my proposal

reiterates and combines a number of similar
e
discussions. It is most

heavily indebted to Dell Hymes' "The Ethnography of Speaking," which in"

turn acknowledges debts to Kenneth Burke's rhetorical theory and Kenneth

Pike's tagmemic linguistics. 20
James Kinnewiy's important and too

frequently overlooked hermeneutic approach in "The Relation of the Whole

to the Part in Interpretation Theory and in the C mposing Process" mirrors,

Hymes' description i.n many ways, but it is more di eotly localized in

writing than Hymes' essay.
21

Lloyd Bitzer' description of wThe.Rhetorical

Situation," although% focused priMarily on defining the 'conditions that

lk
necessitate persuasive discours'e, relevantly emphasizes the "circumstances-

of the historical' context" in which such disCourse,occur .

22
Michel

Foucault's analysis of "discursive relations".in The Archeology of Know.-
.

ledge, although it pointedly .dismissej "the speaking' subject," offers a

similar description of the relatOn of texts to their textual contexts.
23

1 highlight these.sources.and analogues because by vriting yet another,

discourse "as much about the nature of interpretatiop itself as...abOut they

subject 'matter," I am attempting a renovative synthesis, not claiming to,

have found a Rosettaestone hitherto lost tO those who/study'wTiting. Ito

insofar as intellectual interaction is possible, it 'depends on translating

among contributions from theories Of Panguage,,,composition, rhetoric, and

literature.

This proposal consists of an interpretation.of four figures, or pictures,

of i iwrtnvivents. These schemes bare not intended as models those used

in science to simulate processes; they are not Venn diagrams. They are.
06

progreslively specified representations of a fledthe-consideration;

.
16.-'
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necessitated both by an act of writing and an act of. textual analysis.

The final figure restates this representation to suggest how writers

develop: it is blatantly pedagogial, firmly dependent on a theoretical

pi=cture ef.writing,

When analyzing any discourse e t, we commonly.identify particular

contexts, intentions, situations, and manifestations in signs. ParticUldr

'Cultural contexts and intentions,,or desired outcomes, within them as well

as discourse situations and their results are the ideali ed elements that

students of discourse explain. Some describe the relationshTQ of these
4

elements teleologically (Figure 1), showing that each determin s the limits
.

within which the next may occur, or determines the possibili es that

follow from its particularization. 24
However, stricly hierarchical views

are incomplete. 'A discourse situation,, for instance, may occur Without

a prior intention to speak, even though the manifestation, or speech, that

results will, depend on the cultural context of which the speakers share.

Consequently, t11esorelements of discourse typically identified in or

implicitly interesting in analyses are capable of both hierarchical and

iTiteeactive description. For 'the purposes o.studying discourse, they

may,.be seen as alays, in relation to each other and provisionally
..-/

.,.e
_

, .

deterministic. They are at least interrelated.

FIGURE 1

'DISCOURSE EVENTS

Context

Intention

Sitdation

Manifestation
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The elements of analysis are further' specified in Figure 2, which

names both cultural context and textual context 25 as the particular nature

of "context" for writing. ,Both the act and the text of writing distinctly

requi
',......111

e separate self,- consciousness, either by virtue of minimally intrusive

brea s, in the flow Of events that make the fluent look for paper and pen,
10.

or laborious and burdensomely slow hiatuses that define the hesitation of

the semi-literate who must occasionally write. Writing requires an active

consciousness that divorces it from the temporal flow of.living culture;

it stops time, set itself apart- from the communal murmur-of discourse,

if only by virtuelof its relatively recent silent, visyalizeenature.

Writing evokes its own context, or frame of reference. It explains and

excuses itself not only in relation to the immediate, but also in relation.

to the textual-context created by other writing. As Geoffrey Hartman

has 1put it, writing is "qualified bye being framed. 26 While this is

'1I.

some4mes true of speech, it is- always, true of writing, Which even in

its most casual forms depends on formal schooling, Wneth6of one has learned,

only to mak( letters or has a Ph.D. in humanities, writing transforms

or adds to the consciousness of those who write, as they may not speak,'

always aware participants in a separate mode. Writing depends on both

the broad cultural setting and the textual setting in which it occurs.

To say this'is to say-that writing is equally related to culture and to

the textual frame of reference, or intertextuality. Its' technological,

forMal,.schooled origins have created a series of Manitestations that

make it less able tkan speech to escapethecNartifact, or genre, of

"history.

p

1

8
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Cultural Context

WRITTEN DISCOURSE

Histo-rical Context

Purpose

,

Situatioal Context

The text
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History of Texts (

Mg

Schola rs more often distinguish %,/iting from other systems of siAnifC.,;tion

by Tocusing'on the situational level of such a picture. They assume that

the same discourse puroses may be accomplished by both speech anti writi

depending on the relatively primitive /oral and sophisticated/literate,

developmental level of the person or culture.
27

Exchanged gestures, tones'

of 'voice,, facial expressions,.timing, rules of dialogue, anddistance
%).

fi-Om audience.are some of the elements brought'fnto play Ln studies of

the implications of 'their differenles. 28
Dayi0 Olson, for instance,

,
.

,. .. ,
emphasizes that writing represents what is sa,id,/ while speech expresses

_ ..,

what is meant.
29

To speak "what time is it?," may mean "it is late,"

for instance, To write "what time is it?" will usually evoke anxiety about

the exact time. Writing is text-bound, not sitdationally interpretable.
analyses

But to use only situational 4 1 implies that the two modes are'both

only modes of communication, transmitters or, in writing, archives for

messages. ViewedAhiS way, sting and writing\distinctly-interest

scholars who will study the "text" of either relation to the-prese nde

of an auditor or the absent, fictionalized, evoked, perhaps dead, c rtainly

distant, in4nded reader. This reasoning .implies 'that .the pen ar the mouth

c",
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conyey_according to situational appropriateness. If you are here, I say

it; if not (and if I am one of the relatively few who can),
I write.

p
Such a situationa distinctioq surely provokes important and

justifiable research, but to differentiate. speaking and writing'primariry

at this level is to limit both to techniques in the service of extending

the voice. Situational distinction' prevents-our questioning both rrides

as creators of messages',. as different. ways 'of thinking, and as independent

cultural gestalts. A limited (in the model, lowered) view of their

difference might accurately predict whetherta person would speak or write, .

but it would not account for cultural and individualssituations that

specifically result from writing, nor addreSs how the act of writing has'

become a way of thinking concomitant to, .but different from,'both "making (formal)

spveches° and recording thought._

a

At the same time, a situational distinction of writing from speaking

also allows "literacy" to be defined only as functional literacy, a

cultural tool Or ski)]. When textual context as well as cultural context

is essential to describe writing,. literacy also is necessarily a textual

tool, the ability to act within ihe world of texts. Writing in this view

is not on na way to act as a citizen, professional, worker, or sociaTlk,,-

adjusted pe k,son, but is also a way of'acting in the re-lived, reflective,

interior space of textual interactions
xs

The prospect that this stable, histgricartextual ambiance can modify

as well as' be contained by ctiftprep, of course, the humanist` per-

Specti'veonboth composition.and 1teracy studies. By theoretically

distinguishing speaking and writing at the-level of context rather than

situation, we are required to remember that the meaning or implication

of writing -both the act and'ehe text - -is always larger than the'

20
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boundariss of i.ts originating purpose and situatlbn. Written texts

have and create their own worlds in which their writers aswell as their

readers may enlarge and interpret cultural contexts.' The writer-in-process,

as wellies-the reader, depend on cultural and textual histories. They are

the broadest possible relevant considerations that provide motives to

e Lther wri ter or reader.,

The third figure specifies the elements that stimulate and control

written discourse; This configuration, may be used to describe writing
o

N
events from the viewpoint of the writer: It may-aso provideta way to

analyze a written text. Being_able to write means being able to'act
F A

within this matrix; being a student of writing is to elucidate, at any

particular level of education, these textual' elements. A complex

understanding of literacy requires attention to the matters represented here.

.

"

21. -
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Figui-e 3 may be.. read -both hierarchically and multivaetialtly. While

its upper elements determirp constraints-and.possibi'litiestt follow,

variat_i,ons in any of the revels modify the possibilities at the same,

hi -her, and lower levels.

0 Perhaps the best explanation of both the static and dynamic readings
.

of the figure is a demonstration. In the.cuitural context of a con-
.

temporary American tajver§ity,-and in relation -65 the long, well-documented

histo;-y of students taking examinations we,could trace to 'Socrates'

students' notes, the purpose of examining students in writing is appropriate

as is a writer's intention to get.a high grade in a university couhsjer

While earlier' in history the same examination westion might have cabled

for a standardized answer that recorded the "truth" of the answer, now

the best answers may be those that transform, enlarge, or bring person;1

relevance to the question. .."Being ableto write" meant orie thing to the

medieval students:another t ctours.

Jack Welch, my next door neighbor (Participant) becomes a student
. (Persona)

examinee del -wheh our class (Setting) is transformed into an exam-

ination room (Scene) and the amount (If real time available to write beComes

part of the evacuative scene-in which the discourse will be read. Jack

writes about the Topic I may select in the Subject of composition

theory. His imaginative ability to personify mews the teacher/audience

of his writing, an eka iner rather than the woman whose lawn mower cut

his marigolds, defines my role as. participant. .The rat produced will

meet the generic expectations of an essay examination; it will not, for

instance be a review or a report. Its Form will depend on the number

and length or relative weight of the questions in the exam and the response

strategies they call for in this genre, in this situational context. And

(
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\ choices of
,these: choices will determine the order.of the semantic constituents, the

--(). appropriate vocabulary and'terminology, the necessary gi'ammaicat

structures, and, finally, th.ephysical representation of the writing--

handwriting, in an examination book.

This description shows how context and decisionsl.made at upper lev

may determine outcomes below them. But the determination of appropriate-
.

.

ness by the hierarchical model is incomplete. The writer transforms the

model into a muftivariatse matrix when engaged in a particular writing

event. The multivariance depends on the locus of discourse generation that

the writer bringsto writing". For instance, some student other than Jack
.

Welsh who does not care about' grades will experience writing the examina-

tion differently. She may conceive another persona, perhaps subtly vary

the topic to fit what she knows, and produce discourse different from

his at every other point. In another situation, a writer may focus on

the media at haqd and, whether consciously or not, use a word processor

or tape recorded dictation to explore the medium. The textproduced,will

}eve been cont rolled- -not only in matters of elaboration, but also in tone;

form, and its relation to the history -of texts--by the writer's p

.

occupation with the means of..4Laphic.r.epresentation. -Or, a writer most

concerned with the form of, say comparison/contrast will--as'thousands of

only partialTy "assigned" composition essays attests -- transform signifiCance,

voice,' and pUrpose into urecogni2able back round con-

siderations.

1 Depending on the aspect of the discourse that most occupies the writer's

.

attention and facilitat010-es or constrains his or her choices, hierarchical

"
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.

deeerminatiohs of appropriatenes.instead become shifting options that

may or may not realize the implicatioris of the hierarchy. Any of the

discrete items o+ the, model may become- the center of attention in a

gestalt or field of vision. Consequently, tosay that a written text

embodies its writer's intention, or semantic meaning, is only partially

to describe it. A writing is contingent on the s hifts -and reordering
_ .

riorities that writers consciously or intuitively make. ,

may ..`

The figure4also suggest both a static and dynamic description of

reading. Whether seen as an analytical mode that.provides.a reading or

interprelation, .or as an indiv idual process, "reading" depends on -all-

these contextual and textual 'cements. In the first,. product-o. ented..

interpretive sense, the ("ideal ") reader accounts for the relation of a

particular text to,some or all of the elements named in the figure. The .

xtual edjr, historian, theorist, critic,, or reader-for-pleasure con-
.

sider the e aspects'of the work, either separately or in 'relation to others

that are hierarchically higher and lower. 'The "reading" is an expranaticin
,

of thee-"el'ements of a riting event. 6,

But readi,ng is, like writing,-also a multivariate and individual

process. An ill-prepared or faded manuscript's graphic execution, an

unfamiliar or archaic vocabulary, or an unidentified genre may,either

prevent a particular reader's uoderstapding or excite the interest of a

student of the writing. A reader may read oeliy, for information (the
_ may read

topic; or treatment of a subject),Afor the situatjorYand gen're (e.g.,

the detective "story"), may'.read only to edit at the levels of form and

below, or may want to discover the significance of a particular text within

.

b
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the history of its textual context. Reading has particul;'r and individually

"*.f.1

determined purposes, as writing does. Reading, hike writing, may accomplish

one or pother purpose in light of variations- in a reader,'s knowledge and

attention.

Thus both thorough analyses of a ;'work" and individual reading

, .

experiences might be described in reference 'to this figure. While it is

not my primary purpose here to additionally ask what it- means to be able

to read, even this brief Summary of the relation of the figure to reading
-the

shows 'ts possibilities for aiding4complex understanding -of literacy. Seen

in (l'ight of this matrix, "reading".refers both to deciphering and to

, .

understanding a text, not one or the other.
4, at

,Looking only4the hierarchical, prquct-oriented nature of this
description . determiRing

or any /1 too often pre\tents Qur accurately /what it means to be unable

to write and read. When ee that writers rearrange the focus of..the,

model, we can sensibly say that beyondstages- of learning to control.'

graphic representation and written grammar, individual Writers are only

partially -unable'tcrwriterA thirteen-year-old participant, for instance,

conceives only 'ca-rtain desirable outcomes fromipriting. A poor speller 's
.

,

. .

prose may appear simplistic or unelaborated because oflimited lexical
i

. t
,0 , ,

choices. A writer ordinarily outside a particutar language community but

_trained in a'second "language" and even "literature" will nonetheless
. .

. ,

overlook o misunderstand possibilities for choice or interpreta*fion at the

level of situational context. And, on the. other hand, non-literate adults

. 41,

within a language coTmunity will have had enough practice in varying

situational contexts to imagine voice and scene in writing easily; but still.
.

be unable to chooseappropriate genres, forms, and text executions.

4
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I could multiply such examples, but it is sufficient to notice two

versions of being unable to write.- First,,a writer ripj be weak or entirelyrn

unpracticed at one or another level of the model. This point will become
A

a constraint, or limitation, on all the .possibilities for choice at levels

above and below it.. Secondly,t.a writer'may be outside the figure, whici-j

is to, say outside the tual context that a particular set of readers'
a ,

take to define a normal text of whateveA.kind. The most .obvious example f

.
, . .

, would be.a second-language speaker: But.a writer may also know nothing

of the histor, personae, logic,or genres Of academy discourse, bye virtue,
% 1 .1

. .

fortinstante, of being a Remaissance.woman proscribed from learning learned

. is's-r\
Latin and thus prevented from writjng pUblic discourse'. 'Or;.a writer,' may.

. ,.. x._

be of a clais'that'wou'ld not conceive the values, purposes, or history Of

, .-
,

, .

texts pf another'class, and might. be unable to write good scripts for

sitl ation.comedies, good political speeches, or advertising copy.,

/constraints .of course apply to individual readers:)

). >

Being Unable to write may alSo be defined, then; in multivariate terms

that rear -range the model ,around any controlling locus. But reed,from.

. .

-bottom.to top, as in Figure 4, the Model does provide a possible.

'de§cription of moving from inability to ability. It is commonplace to

expect children to learn tomake_lettert d spell, before tictr learn to use words
in writing.

or consteuci whole sentences/) However holistically they may acquire

syntactic'opticti, a d vocabulary in speech, they can rarely. accelerate
where they

their. progress A must master hind/eye coordination and separate

language from immOiae, instralentel contexts. While the acquisition of
, .0

written lan uage may be reiarded.,by-05.truction4 omissions, .it may rarely-

!-

be reordered or accelerated within certain'liMits. 30
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Although we migh- irid numerous objections to this chronology, pedagogy

in-Greek and Roman Schools remarkably mirrored Figure A's description. In

primary school, students memorized and practiced writing the alphabet,

moving from parts to wholes: letters, syllables, words, and finally

s'entences. In grammar school, students learned grammar, how to parse

sentences correctly, to use new vocabulary, and to speak with correct;

accent and pronun lation. They also studied important texts to reconstruct

the often fragmented, faulty manuscripts that first required restoration.

Then they read and memorized them, and finally parsed sentences, defined

and learned new vocabulary words, studied their allusions to geographical,

'historical, or literary matters, and explained their content.. Instruction
410

in analyzing situational- contexts was left for the rhetar, who taught later:

Even then, students were rarely asked'to provide any of the purposes, sub-

jects, topics, personae, or scenes for their compositions.31 Their

education in oratory depended, as ours in composition does not, on
`.7

mastering textual context.

While such a curriculum opposes almost,evdry current instinct that has

developed in a world where the media and purposes of writing are diverse'
. ,

. ,..:..--

.

.

and widely available, its puitability in the ancient world, where writing

was, used to extend the voL4e and record thought rather than to generate

'thought or itself fdrther learning; is' clear. Writing and texts were-then

and throughout preprint times archiyistic or. document.pry; an education
-,

. .
...

_in_ texts, textbalness, and textual, ity was "ra limited but
*
clearly purposeful
. ,

goal. If this-ancient curricula.doiSeven roughly approximate children's'

4
4

development, its use now nonetheless would demand integration with other

pedagogies that make the tentativeness and propositional nature of writing

aiWay of learning,and thinking as important as our culture allows them .,

29
1
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Such a Chronology does expose the relation, of ,ple four figure toA
written dikoourse and its contexts pictured in Figure 3. The individual

who master's lower Levels mar use .them in the service of the higher levels.

Originality and creativity in writing that-becomes part of textual contexts
. .

and perhaps tInsf6rms cultural contexts depend on writers conceiving their

own purposes in ligiltiof elements of writing (and. textuality) that they

arready havemastered. Thoseowho transcend situational context, who

schematically rise above it by proposing new results or outcomes, leave

the status of writee to become_ influential autifibrs, Their writing makes

to borrow loosely from Derrida, differance. WhetherShakespeare, the authors
.

O

30
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of the Declaration of Independence, King writing his "Letter from

Birmingham Jail;" or the anonymous reprobate who conceived thefirst
"inter4'44, °

mass-distribution form letter, they ma odify Atextuality" in any

describable textual and cultural context:

By distinguishing writers from influential authors,
I do not, intend

to reiterate the distinction of art from practical writing or of literature

O

from composition. On the contrary; placing the development of,writing on
/14

this comprehensive spectrum instead unites these fields in considerations

of the person writing in a particular, rather than idealized or statistically

flattened, situation. Shakespeare, for instance, may have-been a "writer"

of letters, just as Fielding was., of political tracts and Wallace Stevens was

of_ medical school examinations. The point here is that categorically

privileging theliterary author or conducting studies of "writers" that

3ailfr
tell nothing of the individual' relation to 4ptextual context at a_

particular time Prevents 6 full understanding of writing In our discipline --

"the only profession that asks people to do their own writing- -and reading. "32

o

We may wish, for,good causes in the service of pluralistic dethands, to

privilege the literary text or.produeegelative evaluations of large numbers

of student texts. But equating such studies with the primaryo interesting

studies of the'agon of writing -- writing despite textuality, or despite

history, or.despite our idealized if unrealized versions- of ourselves

transforming stable discourse contexts -- reduces our scope.

To work 'only in the service of passive and reified aesthetic, graphic,

formal, structural, stylistic, or semiotic systems rather than in.pusult
a

(and reading)
of understanding writing /1 for ourselves is to embrace-rather than

reject the leveling misuses of originli.Lly liberatirig human sciences. The

lyric dimension of writing and reading, which always occur in human as
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wPI1 as hdStorical time, may be.forgottea; writing 'and reading may become

"problems",to be "solved" 'rather than. evocativ.a problematics. Although

mutually unaware of mon aim,, literature-and composition may both

4

thereby propOse that wha istotle called the action through discourse

is not action but only gesture-Tan 'alreadyxanned movie, not a well-

reheared improvisation.

Applications of Figure 3 to writing already define many studies in

boigh literature and in composition. Whethei- as singular probes of a text

/or as the names of constituents of an "approach'" the terms arranged here

re easily recognizable as applicable in both fields. Textual historians

and editors investigate "setting" as well as "graphic manifestation";

students of the paragraph consider "form." Both Northrop Frye's Anatomy

of Criticism and James Kinneavy's Theory_of Discourse highlight "genre."

or
Students of invention as well as critics of fiction often focus on the

-relation'of "purpose" to eleMents of "situation." As a.picture of a field,

of course, the diagram does hot hierarchiCally value studie's of purpose

I -

over, Ahose, e.g., of style.- But it does suggest that the relation of any

element of'the text to those pictured above it must implicitly, if not,
ab

explicitly,- shape the conclusions reached. 'Accounting, for example,

for forma), structures. without reference to generic locales would mislead

by suggesting that such structures occur without reference to immediate

contexts. The provisional nature of such studies would, if the diagram

is useful, need to be stated or. at least understood within the field.

.32'
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The pictures of writing I have proposed would allow us to ask what

being able to write and read mean in.the fullest sense, whichever field

we are in. These figures are intended to translate questions between the

two textual contexts, or discourses, in composition and in literature, and

may provide new answers that would otherwise have'been overlooked. The

real action in our profession is in the spaces between the two fields, where

studies) th*at celebra conplex interrelations'of,the elements of "writing"

remain to be do .

O

1

I
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